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Missouri Used Car Dealership, Premier Auto Outlet, Rises above its
Competition and Offers “Lifetime Customer Benefits”

Because there are many Missouri car dealerships, Premier Auto Outlet has developed a
program that rises above its competition by offering “Lifetime Customer Benefits.”

Rogersville, MO (PRWEB) May 30, 2006 -- Premier Auto Outlet, a Missouri used car dealer, offers a unique
“Lifetime Customer Benefits” program, to enhance the relationship that’s built between its customers, high
quality management personnel, and professional sales team.

Because there are many Missouri car dealerships, Premier Auto Outlet has developed a program that rises
above its competition by offering “Lifetime Customer Benefits.” They value their customers and have
developed a program that not only meets the needs of the individual when they step onto the lot to make a
purchase decision, but it goes far beyond and offers continued support throughout the life of the vehicle.

By building strong relationships with its customers, Premier Auto Outlet is able to differentiate itself from the
competition and from lasting relationships with its client base. As a result, the customers come back when
purchasing another vehicle whether that is for a new teen driver, or years down the road when they are in the
market for a different vehicle.

This Springfield auto dealer’s “Lifetime Customer Benefits” include continued support through a full-service
Auto Repair center including: professional detailing, and oil changes. Premier Auto Outlet also offer discounts
on Springfield, Missouri Auto Rentals, complimentary Car washes, towing, and Delphi diagnostics for the life
of the used vehicle.

The “Lifetime Customer Benefits” also include: 7-day exchange guarantee, 30-day/1,000 mile warranty, and no
hidden costs (including no processing fees, document feels, or other miscellaneous charges). In addition, all of
their vehicles are thoroughly inspected to ensure quality.

Premier Auto Outlet is Missouri’s car dealership. They have remained at the front of their industry in terms of
industry knowledge, professionalism, and customer support. Furthermore, they have reached out to meet the
needs of current and existing customers by offering support regardless of whether the vehicle needs
maintenance, the customer is interested in looking at a different vehicle, or the customer needs to take
advantage of their Rental Car services. They believe that by meeting the individual’s needs from the moment
they step onto the lot, providing extraordinary service and support, and by conducting business in an ethical and
professional manner, Premier Auto Outlet is able to ensure the strength of the phrase "The Home of the
Lifetime Customer!"

Premier Auto Outlet is a Missouri used car dealer that offers a unique “Lifetime Customer Benefits” program.
Premier Auto Outlet’s Web site is a source for more information at http://www.premierautooutlet.com, or can
be contacted at 417-753-7575.
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Contact Information
Wayne Lewis
Premier Auto Outlet
http://www.premierautooutlet.com
417-753-7575

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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